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NEWS 

1. On the international foreign exchange markets, the US dollar strengthened across the board 

this week against its major trading partners. It gained the most (by 2%) against the Yen, by 

1.8% against the Australian $, by 0.8% against the Pound, 0.56% each against the Euro and 

the Canadian $, by 0.5% against the Danish Krona, by 0.37% against the Swiss Franc and 

by 0.26% against the Singapore $.  

2. The US unemployment rate dropped to 5.8% (lower than the 5.9% seen in September), even 

as more people entered the labor force, thereby boosting the share of the working age 

population to the highest level in almost five years. Employment gains surpassed 200,000 

for the ninth month in a row in October. However, the actual increase of 214,000 fell short 

of economists’ expectations of 235,000. October’s labor force participation rate of 59.2% 

was the highest since July 2009.  

3. The European Central Bank leaned towards a similar kind of large scale bond purchases as 

have been employed by the US Federal Reserve, indicating its willingness and intention to 

pump as much as EUR 1 Trillion (USD 1.24 Trillion) into the economy. President Mario 

Draghi announced that “the balance sheet will continue to expand” and “if the current 

measures including the purchases of private sector assets did not do the job, the central bank 

was ready to go further.” The bank left its benchmark interest rate unchanged at 0.05%.  

4. Britain’s economy, even though showing signs of being past its peak and now cooling, 

continues to be amongst the strongest within the developed world. Latest official estimates 

show that its GDP will likely expand by 3.1% (incidentally, this is 10 times faster than 

France!) this year, followed by 2.5% and 2% in 2015 and 2016 respectively. Just as the 

housing market has of late shown signs of tempering, the purchasing managers’ index for 

the industrial sector eased from 64.2 in September to 61.4 in October. The BoE held its 

benchmark interest rates at 0.5% and has decided not to extend its QE program beyond the 

GBP 375 billion already spent.  

5. Annual growth in China’s export and import numbers for October, show further evidence of 

a slowing economy. Exports rose by 11.6% in October from a year earlier, slowing from 

15.3% in September. Imports expanded by an annual 4.6% for the month, lesser than the 7% 

growth seen in September. The contraction in import growth left the country with a trade 

surplus of $45.4 billion for the month. The PBoC confirmed that it has pumped a total of 

CNY 770 billion ($ 126 billion) into the country’s lenders over the last two months through 

a newly created medium term lending facility. Economists estimate that every CNY 500 

billion in funds from the central bank is akin to a 50-bps cut in the required reserve ratio. 

6. On the domestic interbank market, the rupee-dollar exchange rate traded in the range of Rs 

61.33 – 61.67 per $, before ending the week with a loss of 26 paise for the rupee to close at 

Rs 61.63 per $. The forward premium levels across maturities of 1-month, 3-month, 6-

month and 12-month are at 7.12%, 7.41%, 7.4% and 6.88% p.a. as against 7.25%, 7.68%, 

7.88% and 7.46% respectively in the previous week.   
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VIEWS 

1. On the domestic front, the yield on the benchmark 10-year Government of India bond has 

come down rather sharply over the past few weeks, and is currently ruling at 8.20%. The 

softening of yields, in addition to indicating lower inflation expectations, also depicts the 

fact that the bond market has probably factored in a 25-basis point cut in the upcoming 

monetary policy review on 2
nd

 December. While a reduction in international energy prices 

and a broadly stable exchange rate have helped to remove immediate upside risks to 

inflation, we have not been expecting a policy rate cut coming through for the remaining of 

this calendar year.  

2. The only straw in the wind to take note of is the unusual statement made by the Finance 

Minister recently about an impending interest rate cut. So far, unlike during the 

Chidambaram-Subba Rao period, when a public spat over interest rates had turned 

increasingly ugly, the Jaitley-Rajan duo has studiously maintained that monetary policy is 

the domain of the Reserve Bank of India. Is it possible that a token quarter percentage point 

cut is in the offing, if only to acknowledge the change in direction of interest rates in the 

months to come?  

3. Meanwhile, the rupee-dollar exchange rate continues to stay within a narrow band around 

Rs 61.40 per $. No doubt, its day-to-day movements appear to be swayed by the euro’s 

swings vis-à-vis the US dollar in the international markets. However, the volatility is 

markedly lower. This is also reflected in the option prices, where the 3-month premium on 

an at-the-money option contract (i.e. the strike rate is equal to the forward rate) has dropped 

sharply – from a little over 130 paise six months back to around 80 paise now.  

4. There is no change in our rupee script. The low oil prices will translate into lower dollar 

demand in coming months, if not weeks, which in turn will nudge the rate lower. We would 

not be surprised if the RBI has to start intervening to support the dollar sooner rather than 

later. Exporters are advised to hedge the bulk of their exposures for the next 6 – 12 months 

using forward contracts. Importers should use OTMF call options to hedge payables. 

5. In the international forex markets, following the announcement of a sustained QE program 

by the ECB, the Euro hit a 2-year low against the Dollar to touch USD 1.2396 per EUR, 

before paring some of its losses as the markets struggled to make sense of what Mr. 

Obama’s lame-duck presidency would mean to the US economy. Meanwhile, in the space 

of just 3 weeks, Japanese stocks have swung from being the most overbought in 18 months 

to the most oversold in 3 years and back again. Although the week saw marked volatility in 

the USD/JPY pair also, it was overshadowed to an extent by the Russian Ruble. The central 

bank of Russia, in order to stem the rather sharp depreciation of the currency intervened to 

the tune of $30 billion in the forex market. We are keeping our ranges for the non-$ 

currencies unchanged, as follows: 

$ 1.53 – 1.65 per GBP,  

$ 1.20 – 1.32 per EUR, and  

JPY 103 – 115 per $. 
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